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From The President’s 
Desk 
It took me 
seventeen years 
to get 3,000 hits. 
I did it in one 
afternoon on the 
golf course.

Hank Aaron (Rest in Peace 
Hammerin Hank)

It took four weeks but we 
finally got some rounds 
played in February! After 
a dismal month for golf 
(and for the backs of those 
of us with hilly driveways) 
the weather broke, the sun 
shone and the snow 
melted and we had two 
beautiful and packed days of golf at Hidden 
Valley to end February. That warm (enough) 
weather looks like it will continue and give us 
some tremendous opportunities to get our 
handicaps back up to Spring form after playing 
all winter with those ridiculously low ones we 
managed to get to last year. 

Early returns on membership renewals are 
looking great and well ahead of last years pace. 
If the trend continues we will have another 
great year ahead of us! Fred Kerth has done a 
great job getting the tournament schedule put 
together and I hope everyone will participate as 
much as possible this year. We have some fun 
new formats and the new handicap system fixed 
a lot of the problems we’ve had in the past with 
flighting, etc. Hopefully before long we’ll be 
back to normal in the clubhouse and post-
tournament as well. I am incredibly excited 
about the 2021 tournament schedule and I hope 

you are as well. Particularly our female 
members. If you haven’t played a tournament in 
a few years (or ever) give it a try this year! At 

the very least they are a great 
opportunity to meet new folks 
and buy a bunch of split the pot 
tickets! 

For those of you that are 
residents and club members, we 
have a Hidden Valley POA board 
election coming up this year with 
a couple of open seats. There will 
be a number of opportunities to 
learn the priorities and plans 
each candidate values so I ask all 
of you to pay attention, stay 
informed and make sure you 
know which of those running are 
interested in maintaining and 

improving the tremendous 
community asset that is the golf club.  

I’d like to take this opportunity to say 
goodby to our friend and resident 

funny talker Paul Fox. He has lived in Hidden 
Valley for nearly two decades and been a 
member of the club nearly as long. Over the 
past few years he has poured countless hours 
into making Hidden Valley Golf Club the best it 
can possibly be. As member of the Board of 
Governors, Paul has played an integral part in 
developing an infrastructure improvement plan, 
revamping financial reporting and of course in 
putting together this fine publication. Paul will 
be missed as a friend, club member, mentor and 
frequent donator at both the poker and skins 
games. On behalf of the board, the club and 
Barry’s game...so long and we hope you catch all 
the fish. Cheerio! 
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From The Pro Shop 

Believe it or not March 
has arrived, we’ve made 
it through a long winter 
and now we can start to 
see the official golf 
season and warmer 
Spring weather starting 
soon. The days will 
soon be much longer 
and that means more 
time to play golf once 
again.  We have much 
planned this year 
between golf 
tournaments, social 
events and other club 
functions that there will 
be plenty for everyone 
that wants to participate. 

Our first official member tournament is on 
Saturday March 27th. with the Par 3 Challenge. 
This tournament is a great way to get out of 
hibernation and ease yourself back into the 
tournament swing, see old friends, be back on 
the course and simply have a good time playing 
golf. 

The tournament format is a four-person 18-hole 
scramble with separate men and women 
divisions. The course will consist of 18 par 3 
holes. Teams will be selected by a blind draw 
(ABCD) by the Pro Shop. Minimum of 4 drives 
per player. The teams will be paired as equally 
as possible. 

As a reminder: To play or be eligible for any of 
our HVGC Tournaments you must have a GHIN 
handicap. Handicap fees are due prior to our 
first tournament and member services forms 
are available in our Pro Shop to pay these fees. 
Members will be listed as inactive until paid by 
the Greater Cincinnati Golf Association. Please 

do not wait to the last moment and we ask that 
you take care of your fees as soon as possible for 

the upcoming season. The 
handicap fee is $35.00 per 
person for the season. We 
thank you for your 
cooperation. 

Any member interested in 
any of our other services 
such as a range plan, 
locker or bag storage can 
also pay these separate 
fees in our Pro Shop as 
well. 

Range Plan: $175 single/
$300 family. 

Locker: $25 small/$50 large. 

Bag Storage: $50 

Our driving range is slated to open April 1st, 
which also means I will be available to start 
giving golf lessons again.  Anyone interested in 
a Spring tune up please contact me to set up an 
appointment. I look forward to getting back out 
on the range and helping those needing to get 
back into the swing. 

As in every Spring, the Pro Shop will soon be 
stocked with new amazing merchandise 
arriving.  We always appreciate your support in 
the Pro Shop and aim to always give you the 
best price and service. Watch for more info on 
some of the new cool items coming soon. 

Here a few quick golf tips to remember and 
implement for your next round of golf: 

• Have fun. Make this decision on your way 
to the course. ... 

• No Swing Thoughts. Save these for your 
practice time. ... 

• Play Smooth and Relaxed Golf. ... 
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Brian Krinsky 

PGA Pro,  HVL Golf Club



• Accept Every Shot and Roll With The 
Punches. ... 

• Stick To Your Pre-shot Routine. ... 

• Play With A Strategy. 

Lastly, I look forward to seeing everyone 
returning this year.  Praying that this year is no 
longer complicated with Covid, everyone is 
healthy and that we can get back to a more 
normalized form of living both on and off the 
course. See you soon at the club! 

March Pro Shop Hours 

Weekdays:  Open 9.00 am 

Weekends: Open 8 am 
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The 3 Most Costly 
Mistakes for High 
Handicappers 

If you're a high-handicap golfer looking to 
improve but aren't sure where to begin, you're 
not alone. Understanding what's going wrong is 
the first step. 

When higher-handicaps start talking about 
their games, they quickly begin talking about 
their swings. Things like tempo and technique, 

and how they’re this close to figuring it all out if 
only they could get a few wrinkles in their 
moves ironed-out. 

There’s certainly truth to that, of course. But 
there are also many ways these golfers can 
improve by simply understanding the mistakes 
they do make, and learning to avoid them. 

GOLFTEC analyzed more than 90 million 
swings in its SwingTru study, the largest 
kinematic golf study ever conducted, according 
to the company. 

Through analyzing all those swings, GOLFTEC 
found a bunch of commonalities between 
golfers of all skill levels, so let’s dive in. Here are 
three swing flaws high-handicappers tend to 
share: 

1. HIGH HANDICAPS DON’T KNOW WHERE THEIR 
BAD SHOTS ARE GOING 

Though the idea of eliminating one side of the 
golf course has been exposed as a bit of a myth,  
there’s a big difference between that and a 

classic two-way miss as we generally 
understand it. 

According to the SwingTru study, most higher 
handicaps hit slices and as a result, miss right 
most of the time. But even missing right a lot is 
preferable to missing everywhere, which is what 
the highest handicappers tend to do. Pull, 
hooks, slices, tops; the first step to lowering 
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your score is simply nailing down what your 
most common miss is. Once you do that, you 
can start figuring out the cause.  

2. HIGH HANDICAPS ALMOST ALWAYS MISS SHORT 

Maybe you’re a higher handicap yourself, or 
maybe you play with a bunch of them. Answer 
me this: How often do you see a higher 
handicap pull a club, hit their shot and 
accidentally send their ball long of the green? 
That’s because it rarely happens: According to 
the SwingTru study, golfers with a handicap 
over 16 only miss long between five and 
eight percent of the time. By contrast, how 
often do they miss short? Upward of 68 
percent of the time! 

Part of the reason why is a contact issue. After 
all, if you’re not hitting the ball solidly, you’re 
probably going to come up short. Higher 

handicaps also live in willful ignorance about 
how far they hit their clubs, which leads to shots 
coming up short, too. 

And, as we’re about to see, they also tend to 
have their clubface more open… 

3. HIGH HANDICAPS PROBABLY HAVE AN OPEN 
CLUBFACE 

Golfers who hover around scratch generally hit 
the ball with a pretty square clubface at impact 
relative to their club paths, according to 
GOLFTEC’s study. 

Golfers who regularly break 80 keep their 
clubfaces within a degree of their club paths. 

When your handicap starts creeping over 18, 
your clubface is on average anywhere between 
three and five degrees open relative to your 
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path, which probably isn’t moving in a neutral 
manner. 

A clubface that’s too open doesn’t just mean 
you’ll miss to the right more often. All that 
sidespin makes it more likely that you’ll come 
up short — unless you accidentally overcorrect 
and pull-hook it left. 
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All things considered the 2020 golf season went 
better than expected. The high hopes for a 
better year, the 2021 Board of Governors 
announces the 2021 tournament schedule. The 
BOG has taken into consideration your 
comments and ideas in creating the 2021 
tournaments. Please keep in mind that we have 
discussed numerous ideas and not every idea 
can be implemented into the tournaments. The 
goal is to make the tournaments an enjoyable 
and competitive day of golf for all the 
participants.  

The change to the new World Golf Handicap 
system was very helpful in making the 
tournaments more competitive and hopeful 
more enjoyable. We will again have some 
tournament formats which will allow players on 
the same team to play from the tees which their 
handicap is established. This will allow every 
member at HVGC to “team up” with any other 
member regardless of their handicap.  

Some tournaments may require adjustments 
and they will be outlined in the tournament 
description. 
As we are sending this schedule out, some of the 
changes that may or may not be reflected in the 
enclosed  

• Tournaments may be in flights based on 
format and level of participation  

• Nine-hole Women’s division may be 
implemented based on format and level of 
participation  

• Team handicap maximums/minimums may 
be added to some tournaments  

• For some tournaments, a blind draw (ABCD) 
may be implemented for all or some of the 
divisions 

•  NO Rain Dates with the exception of the Club 
Championship 

•  A player’s handicap for the tournament will 
be established at the end of day on the 
Wednesday before the tournament.  

The BOG reserves the right to make changes 
during the golf season to the formats to 
maintain competitive balance for all 
competitors. Any changes or modifications to 
the tournament format will be addressed on the 
tournament signup sheet for that particular 
tournament.  

The social activities are still the planning stages 
and will be shared soon. We will be starting a 
Black Tee League in April. More to come on 
that.  

For new member interested in playing in 
tournaments but have questions, and please 
contact the Pro Shop or the tournament 
committee chairman, Fred Kerth or any other 
board member with any questions you may 
have about the tournaments.  
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A. Tournament Handicaps:  

The World Golf Handicap System will be used 
in the 2021 HVGC tournaments. A player’s 
tournament will be the player’s handicap at the 
end of day on the Wednesday before the 
tournament date.  

A player that does not have a current World 
Golf Handicap and has not played at least six 
USGA rounds in 2021 may be assigned a 
handicap by the Tournament and/or Handicap 
Committee or will be assigned a handicap of 
85% of net par up to the first two tournaments 
in which individual scores are included. After 
being assigned a handicap of 85% of net par for 
two tournaments any player that has still not 
played a total of 6 USGA rounds in 2020 will be 
assigned a handicap by the Tournament and/or 
Handicap Committee until such time that the 
player has played a total of 6 USGA rounds.  

The Handicap Committee can review any 
player’s current handicap upon request to 
ensure an accurate measure of the player’s 
potential ability. The Committee may make 
changes if deemed necessary.  

B. USGA rules will govern play in all 
tournaments except for the following 
exceptions:  

1. The ball will be played down unless course 
conditions or tournament format dictate 
otherwise (decisions regarding whether or 
not to play the ball down will be made by the 
Tournament and/or Handicap Committee). 

2. A ball coming to rest on the green of another 
hole or a flowerbed must be dropped at the 
nearest point of relief, No Penalty.  

3. A detailed description of the local rules are 
available in the Pro Shop.  

4. Should a dispute arise over the 
interpretation of any golf rule, please play 
two balls. A member of the Golf Professional 
staff will render a decision regarding the 
disputed rule. All decisions will be 
considered final.  

5. Sudden death playoffs will begin on Hole 
#18 for the Club Championship and BOG 
tournament. Match Play extra holes will 
start on Hole #1. All other tournament will 
have playback hole will be used. The hole 
number will be determined by a blind draw. 

6. In case of inclement weather, the 
Tournament Committee reserves the right to 
delay, reschedule or cancel the event and will 
make decisions about any refunds to be 
given. If the tournament is in process and a 
decision is made, a representative will 
inform all golfers of the committee’s 
decision.  

C. Tournaments will start between 8:00 
am and 8:30 am unless weather related.  

D. The Tournament and/or Handicap 
Committee will make all decisions 
regarding eligibility, disqualifications, 
pace of play, etc.  

E. Tournaments will NOT be made up if 
the original date and the rain date of the 
tournament are rained out. In the event 
of a rain out, your entry fee will be 
refunded.  

F. Tournament payoffs will be approximately as 
follows: 30% of the field for men and 35% of the 
field for women.  

G. The following is the “Pace of Play 
Policy” that will be in effect:  

It is the responsibility of each player in the 
group to keep up with the group in front of 
them. The time that each group starts, 
completes the front nine and completes the 
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back nine will be recorded. Based on the length 
of time the group takes to complete the front 
nine, coupled with its position relative to the 
group in front of them, will determine whether 
a group will receive a warning. A group 
receiving a warning that does not improve its 
pace of play will be penalized according to the 
parameters of the tournament. The parameters 
for the pace of play for each tournament will be 
based on the format of that tournament. The 
starter will provide each group the parameters 
for the pace of play for each tournament prior 
to that group beginning play. In addition, that 
may be rangers out on the course to monitor the 
pace of play. They are out there to make sure 
groups are maintaining the correct pace of play 
and not to harass the players. The Pace of Policy 
will be updated for every tournament. They will 
be posted on tournament rules sheet and given 
to every team.  

ENJOY THE GOLF AND FELLOWSHIP!!!  
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March 27  Par 3 Challenge     4 Person Blind Draw 

April 10  Step Aside Scramble      4 person Blind Draw 

April 20  Matchplay Championship begins   Singles  

April 24  666 Tournament     2 Person  

May 8   Shamble Scramble     4 Person 

May 11  Two-Person Best Ball Championship begins  2 Person 

May 22  Stableford Tournament    4 Person 

May 31  Memorial Day Flag Tournament   Singles 

June 5 & 6  Victors Tournament     2 Person  

June 19  Cha Cha Cha Tournament with 3 clubs & putter 3 Person 

July 4   Flag Tournament     Singles 

July 10  Ryder Cup Style Alternate Shot Tournament  2 Person  

July 16  Men’s Invitational     4 Person 

July 24  Captain & Crew Tournament    4 Person 

August 6, 7 & 8  Club Championship     Singles 

August 21  Board of Governors Tournament   4 Person Blind Draw 

September 4  Pinehurst Tournament    4 Person 

September 6  Flag Tournament     Singles 

September 25 4-3-2 Tournament     4 Person 

October 9  Greenkeeper’s Revenge Tournament   2 Person 

October 16  Year End Tournament    TBA 

November 5  Year End Meeting 

November 6  Deep Freeze Tournament    TBA 

2021 Tournaments



Upcoming Events 
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Par 3 Challenge 
March 27.  4 Person Blind Draw.  Register at the Pro Shop



Golf Talk 

Putt For Dough…Or Not! 

We have all done it so you have to have some 
sympathy for what happened at last month’s 
AT&T Pebble Beach Pro-Am. 

Maybe it was a long putt that you hit too hard or 
way too soft and it bombs passed the hole or 
comes up ten feet short.  Then you miss the 
comeback and because you are not too happy 
with yourself at that moment, you miss the tap 
in too. 

At best, it just messes up your round.  At worst, 
it costs you a game or the match. 

At Hidden Valley, it won’t cost you more than 
half a million dollars but that’s what it probably 
cost poor Nate Lashley at Pebble Beach. 

It’s no secret that pros on the PGA Tour are 
playing for ridiculous money, but all those 
zeroes take on a different meaning when you 

see someone light a bunch of money on fire 
down the stretch on a Sunday. 

Unfortunately for Nate Lashley, he lost out on 
upwards of $500,000 on Sunday at the AT&T 
Pebble Beach Pro-Am, largely on the par-4 16th 
hole. 

Having driven the ball exquisitely Saturday and 
Sunday (26/28), Lashley was tied for the lead 

with three holes to go and found himself in a 
green-light position from 152 yards out in the 
center of the fairway. His approach flew too far, 
landing near the pin and hopping over the back 
of the green, leaving himself with a short-sided 
chip. 

Lashley was unable to stop his chip near the pin 
and left himself just inside 13 feet for par. Then 
he had 3’9″ for bogey. Then he had 2’9″ for 
double bogey. Then he had 3’7″ for a triple 
bogey. 

The triple-bogey 7 dropped him from 16-under 
par to 13-under, effectively ending his chances 
at winning the tournament. He would go on to 
birdie the par-5 18th hole to post 14-under par, 
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four shots behind eventual winner Daniel 
Berger. 

Perhaps worse than the four-putt is the 
breakdown of cash Lashley let slip through his 
hands on the 16th green. 

The T5 finish paid Lashley $301,275, but a 
three-putt on the 16th theoretically would have 
put at 15-under and in a three-way tie for third, 
worth $413,400. Had he two-putted for bogey, 
he would have finished at 16-under and in a 
two-way tie for second, worth $694,200. And if 
were able to hole the 13-footer for par, a 
potential 17-under finish would have put him 
one stroke ahead of Maverick McNealy and 
earned him $850,200, a difference of $548,925. 

For someone like Lashley, who had ‘only’ made 
$3,772,238 in career earnings coming into the 
week, the missed opportunity and income 
stings a little more. 

Is Phil About to Quit? 

Phil Mickelson has made over $90 million 
dollars in on-course PGA Tour earnings and 

many times over that amount in off-course 
endorsements and… other things, so his life 
after professional golf will look however he 
wants it to. 

That’s why a report from Front Office Sports 
recently was so interesting for many golf fans. 

According to the report, Mickelson’s 
representatives are already involved in 
“exploratory talks with interested television 
networks” to get Mickelson into the booth after 
he’s done competing. 

“Absolutely, we’re always in discussions about 
Phil’s future,” Steve Loy, Mickelson’s longtime 
agent said. “It wouldn’t surprise me if in the 
next 12 to 24 months you might see more of 
Phil on the air.” 

Mickelson made a big splash when he stepped 
into the broadcast booth alongside Jim Nantz 
and Nick Faldo during CBS’ coverage of the 
2020 PGA Championship. 

And expectations are equally as high for 
Mickelson should he decide he’d like to score a 
full-time chair. 

“He’d be the Tony Romo of golf. This is a no-
brainer,” one TV personality told FOS. 

“Phil would be the great catch of all [potential] 
golf analysts,” another source told the story’s 
writer, Michael McCarthy. “He’s the guy all the 

networks want.” 

Of course, one would assume 
that Phil comes with a pretty 
hefty price tag considering the 
sizable checks he can cash at 
many tournaments and other 
events simply for showing up. 

“The networks want Phil — 
but the price points right now 
are night and day,” another 
source told FOS. “The 
question is: Can anybody pay 
him enough? And does he 

want to call 10 to 20 tournaments a year?” 
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Temper…Temper! 

We have all witnessed the odd ‘temper tantrum’ 
on the course.  Personally, I have seen club 
heads buried into the fairway, drivers thrown 
into the trees and a putter tossed in a lake. So, 
the revelation from Brooks Koepka had to make 
me smile. 

His carefully crafted “I really don’t care about 
golf” persona took another hit at the recent 
Genesis Invitational after he revealed once 
again that he does, in fact, care about his career. 

In his first start since his come-from-behind 
victory at the Waste Management Phoenix 
Open, Koepka elaborated on the emotions he 
clearly felt and was dealing with in the lead-up 
to and immediate aftermath of his eighth PGA 
Tour victory. 

“There was a period maybe for about two 
months where I just questioned whether I was 
ever going to be the same, whether I was even 
going to be somewhat remotely the same golfer 
that I ever was,” Koepka admitted after winning 

in Phoenix. “I went through it mentally. I think 
that’s probably the toughest thing, where you 
don’t know if you’re ever going to be the same 
competitor that you were. You go through some 
real dark places, and it’s not a fun place to be.  

“My knee, no matter how much work and pain I 
was doing with Derek, my trainer, it just felt like 
it wasn’t progressing. And that’s the frustrating 
part, when you feel like it’s not going anywhere. 
But we stuck with it. Those dark places, a lot of 
tears, questioning yourself, and in dark places 
mentally. You’ve got to come out of that.” 

His journey back to the winner’s circle was still 
a topic of conversation three weeks later as he 
prepared for his next start at Riviera Country 
Club. Koepka was asked about getting antsy to 
win, over-inflated expectations and impatience 
with his game. He revealed that not only were 
all those things factors, but frustration also 
crept in. 

“As far as leading up to it, yeah, I was 
frustrated,” Koepka said on Wednesday. “I 
snapped two sets of irons after playing Mexico 
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and then after Torrey and I don’t really do that. 
So there was quite a bit of frustration, but at the 
same time you’ve just got to stick it out. 

“I think I was expecting to win and I think that 
was the hardest part, I felt like my game was 
right where I wanted it to be, exactly what I 
wanted, but at the same time having to manage 
the expectations because you’re like, ‘all right, 
I’m back, I’m back, I’m back’ and the results 
aren’t there. That’s frustrating.” 

The honesty is refreshing, but you don’t just get 
to say you snapped 20-odd golf clubs in a press 
center without getting a follow-up. 

“Just to clarify one last thing, when you say you 
snapped two sets of irons, did you literally just 
take every one of them and crack them over 
your knee?” a reporter asked. “Is that what 
you’re talking about?” 

“Yeah, it was over my knee,” Koepka responded. 
“I did it at the house. I wouldn’t do it so 
everybody else could see. It was in the living 
room, I walked right into the house and 
just crack right over the knee.” 

When asked if there was video of the incidents, 
Koepka said no, but he had taken pictures and 
shared them with “all (his) boys.” Perhaps the 
most surprising twist of all of it was that Eamon 
Lynch, a writer for Golfweek.com, fell into the 
category of one of Koepka’s boys. 

“(Snapping clubs) is not a common ritual and 
I’m not one to break clubs or do anything,” 
Koepka concluded. “I mean, you see me on the 
golf course, I don’t really slam clubs, don’t get 
too upset. Just frustration. I’ll be honest, I 
didn’t even come out of my room on Saturday at 
the house we rented (after missing the cut at 
Torrey Pines). I don’t think I came out of the 
room for about 30 hours or so, I was so mad at 
myself, didn’t want to talk to anybody. 

“I was really agitated, really pissed off. 
Sometimes you need that. Sometimes you just 

need to not reset but really think about, ‘all 
right, hey, this is what I’ve got to do’ and I did 
it, I guess.” 

That Snow Was Not All Bad! 

The recent storms we have experienced that left 
Hidden Valley and its golf course blanketed in 
snow may not be as bad as you think. 

Yes, it left us cursing because the idea of playing 
golf was a total impossibility but as they say…
every dark cloud may have a silver lining. 

Snow, in fact, even heavy snow, can be 
beneficial to a layout’s agronomic health. TPC 
Boston, host of the 2020 Northern Trust, is one 
of many New England courses that now lie 
covered in a snowy quilt. We asked its 
superintendent, Tom Brodeur, why he isn’t 
rushing to clear the white stuff away. 

1. IT’S A PROTECTIVE LAYER 

When winter comes to Massachusetts, wind, 
not snow, is Brodeur’s main concern. The same 
frigid gusts that chap your lips can also damage 
turf by drying out the crown of the plant. The 
short grass on greens is especially vulnerable to 
desiccation. That’s one of the reasons courses in 
cold climates often cover their greens with tarps 
in winter, providing them with a protective 
layer.  

Snow serves pretty much the same purpose. It 
is nature’s insulation, keeping the turf sheltered 
so it can come back strong in spring. 

2. IT GIVES THE COURSE A REST 

In many parts of the country, winter is an 
awkward ’tweener time of conflicting interests. 
While the grass is ready to shut down for the 
season — the agronomic equivalent of 
hibernation — golfers are in no mood to stop 
playing. And play they will, so long as 
conditions aren’t too arctic. 
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Pity the turf, which takes the wear and tear 
from divots and foot traffic but can’t recover as 
it would in spring or summer. 

“We really notice it on the tees, where guys with 
busy footwork are twisting and turning in soft 
spikes,” Brodeur says. 

No wonder snow is welcome. 

“It kind of puts a hard stop on the season, and 
that can be a good thing,” Brodeur says. “It tells 
golfers, OK, maybe it’s time to go skiing or do 
something else.” 

3. NOT THAT SNOWFALL CAN’T HAVE PITFALLS 

Brodeur’s feelings about snow aren’t all warm 
and fuzzy. Problems can arise when 
temperatures toggle, bringing on periods of 
freezing and thawing. In those conditions, ice 
can develop between the snow and the turf, a 
suffocating layer that can damage or kill grass. 

The good news for Brodeur is that such dire 
consequences don’t happen overnight — not 
with cool-climate turf varietals like bentgrass 
and poa, which can withstand upward of 60 to 
90 days under ice (for warm-climate grasses, 
the dangers are far more severe and 
immediate). 

Snow mold is another potential issue, though it 
can be prevented with an autumn application of 
fungicide, or eradicated with a thorough raking. 
On balance, Brodeur says, the benefits of snow 
outweigh the drawbacks. 

At least they do at TPC Boston. 

“Every property is different,” Brodeur says. “At 
most places, superintendents have institutional 
knowledge so they know how they to handle 
things.” 

Experience has taught Brodeur that, despite the 
recent weather, there’s no need at the moment 
to haul the snowblower from the shed. 

Is Tiger’s Playing Career Over? 

Tiger Woods continues to recover from his 
single car crash and subsequent surgeries in a 
Los Angeles area hospital  but experts from 
around the world are now offering their 
opinions on Woods’ injuries and giving fans a 
tentative understanding of the timeline and 
obstacles that still stand in Woods’ way to a full 
recovery.  

The overall takeaway from the medical 
professionals is, first and foremost, that Woods 
is lucky to be alive. From there, the recovery 
process to simply live a normal life again will be 
an arduous one, and in order to play golf again 
at the highest level, Woods will need to avoid 
further deterioration and infection, the reality 
of which is known only to those actively treating 
Woods personally. 
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The cause of Woods’ right-leg injuries is very 
common, according to Dr. R. Malcolm Smith, 
the chief of orthopedic trauma at UMass 
Memorial Medical Center in Worcester, 
Mass. When the front end of a car is smashed, 
“immense force” is transmitted to the driver’s 
right foot and leg. 

“This happens every day with car crashes in this 
country,” Dr. Smith said. 

The multiple fractures in Woods’ tibia and 
fibula were repositioned using rods and pins, 
and typically require around months of healing 
to become fully functional again as weight-
bearing, according to Dr. Bill Mallon, an 
orthopedic surgeon and former PGA Tour pro. 
Other experts warn this process could take 
closer to five and as long as 14 months should 
there be issues with the healing process. 

While Dr. Anish Mahajan, chief medical officer 
and interim CEO at Harbor-UCLA Medical 
Center, relayed that the multiple fractures in 
Woods’ legs also had an impact on his muscles 
and tendons. 

The trauma likely bleeding and swelling in his 
leg, threatening his muscles. Surgeons would 
have had to quickly cut into the layer of thick 
tissue covering his leg muscles to relieve the 
swelling. Had they not, the tissue that covers 
swelling muscle would have acted like a 
tourniquet, constricting blood flow, according 
to the NY Times. 

Dr. Smith warned that even if doctors acted 
swiftly, Woods could still have lost some muscle 
in the time between the accident and surgery. 
He said that once it dies, you cannot get it back. 

Given the open fractures, which mean there 
were wounds caused by bones breaking the 
skin, infection is a very big concern, Dr. John 
Torres, NBC News’ medical correspondent, told 
“Golf Today”. 

Similarly, these wounds will have likely 
required a free flap to close them, which is 
when doctors transplant skin from the thigh or 
back using a microscope to carefully reconnect 
blood vessels from the skin transplant to the 
blood vessels near the wounds. The free flap, 
which trauma surgeons said seems likely,  will 
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require “months and months (to heal) before he 
can bear weight on his leg again.” 

The severity and complexity of the multiple 
issues tend to compound the recovery process, 
but the end game many golf fans are wondering 
about is whether or not Woods will be able to 
play golf again, and experts agree that the 
biggest obstacle to his return to the game, 
assuming all goes well with his legs, is the 
damage done to his right foot and ankle. 

Dr. Reza Firoozabadi, an orthopedic trauma 
surgeon at Harborview Medical Center in 
Seattle, told the NY Times that regaining range 
of motion and strength can take three months 
to a year based on the foot and ankle injuries. 
Depending on the extent of those injuries, even 
after rehabilitation Woods may barely be able to 
walk. 

“A very rough estimate is that there is a 70 
percent chance of it healing completely,” Dr. 
Smith from UMass Memorial said. 

Dr. Mallon said that based on what he could 
glean from the statement, his own medical 
experience as well as his time on the PGA Tour, 
he forecasts a recovery in the one-year range, 
which is in line with most other experts sharing 
their opinions. 

The severity and complexity of the multiple 
issues tend to compound the recovery process, 
but the end game many golf fans are wondering 
about is whether or not Woods will be able to 
play golf again, and experts agree that the 
biggest obstacle to his return to the game, 
assuming all goes well with his legs, is the 
damage done to his right foot and ankle. 

Dr. Reza Firoozabadi, an orthopedic trauma 
surgeon at Harborview Medical Center in 
Seattle, told the NY Times that regaining range 
of motion and strength can take three months 
to a year based on the foot and ankle injuries. 
Depending on the extent of those injuries, even 

after rehabilitation Woods may barely be able to 
walk. 

“A very rough estimate is that there is a 70 
percent chance of it healing completely,” Dr. 
Smith from UMass Memorial said. 

Dr. Mallon said that based on what he could 
glean from the statement, his own medical 
experience as well as his time on the PGA Tour, 
he forecasts a recovery in the one-year range, 
which is in line with most other experts sharing 
their opinions. 

Rule Change Saves PGA Pro 
From Putting Blunder 

Matthew Wolff had a terrible, horrible, no good, 
very bad day at the WGC-Workday 
Championship at The Concession, shooting his 
worst round as a professional and eventually 
withdrawing after posting an 11-over par 83 in 
the first round. 

Wolff’s day started innocuously enough with a 
fairway, green-in-regulation, two-putt par at the 
10th hole, but things went seriously sideways 
after that. 

Wolff’s next six holes were bogey-bogey-double 
bogey-par-quadruple bogey-double bogey. To 
Wolff’s credit, he did finish the front nine 
birdie-birdie to post 8-over par 44, but things 
didn’t get much better on his back nine. 
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The 2019 NCAA Champ three-putted from 15-
feet on No. 1 for triple bogey and followed that 
up with a bogey on No. 2. The real microcosm 
of his day came four holes later, however. 

Playing the par-3 6th hole at The Concession, 
Wolff hit a nice tee shot to 14 feet and then did 
this while preparing to hit the birdie putt. 

As Gary Koch and Dan Hicks noted 
immediately, Wolff caught what may well have 
been his only good break of the day in that he 
would not be assessed a penalty.  

Under Rule 13.1d, which was updated in the 
modernization of the Rules of Golf in 2019, 
“there is no penalty if you, your opponent or 
another player in stroke play accidentally move 
your ball or ball-marker on the putting green. 
You must replace your ball on its original spot 
(which if not known must be estimated) or 
place a ball-marker to mark that original spot.” 

Of course, the good break was short-lived. After 
Wolff replaced his ball, he hit his birdie putt 
four feet past the hole and missed the come-
backer for par.  

Being a World Golf Championship event, Wolff 
will get paid last-place money of $32,000, albeit 
it will not count towards his official earnings, as 
if the 24-year-old millionaire would care about 
that distinction. 

In the grand scheme of things, there are plenty 
of golfers who would be smitten to make over 
$30,000 en route to shooting an 83, so it’s not 
all bad news for Wolff. 
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Board of Governors 

The club’s Board of Governors met on February 
24, 2021. Participants were Rob Bates, Mike 
Gardiner, Fred Kerth, Eric Kranz, Dan Kroeger, 
Ted Richardt, Bob May, Pat Hayden, Michael 
James, Brian Krinsky, Jason Gadd and Steve 
VanWassenhove. 

POA Report 
The cash balance is $198K. The $51K PPP loan 
has been forgiven. 

Course Report 
Jason Gadd reported that discussions are taking 
place with an irrigation consultant and an aerial 
survey of the course will be conducted around 
mid-March.  He estimates it would then take a 
further 60 days to receive bids on work that 
may be required to fix or replace the irrigation 
system. New equipment for 2021 would ideally 
include a rough mower, aerator, bunker rake 
and a lift for the maintenance shop.  Work on 
the bunkers to improve drainage and replace 
sand will begin soon.  The fairway bunker on #4 
hole will be converted to a grass bunker or 
mounded.   Ted Richardt made a motion to to 
the POA to use some of the capital released by 
the forgiveness of the PPP loan to be used for 
golf course equipment. 

Pro Shop 
We are currently at 255 members. There are 12 
outings on the 2021 calendar.  The Pro Shop 
will open at 9am weekdays and 8am weekends 
in March.  There is a merchandise sale currently 
and new inventory is expected in March and 
April. The driving range will open April 1. 

Treasurer’s Report 
No report. 

Membership Committee 
No report. 

Tournament Committee 
The tournament schedule is complete and 
emailed to members. The tournament 
participants will need to specify what tees they 
are playing. There will be a Split the Pot sign-up 
sheet for BOG members. Possible parent/child 
tournament on the Saturday of Father’s Day 
weekend. 

Old Business 
The POA is looking into capital improvements: 
new irrigation system, cart paths, maintenance 
barn and fence. 

New Business 
There was a discussion on cart and trail fees. 

Next Meeting 
The next meeting will be held at HVGC 
Clubhouse on Wednesday, March 31 at 6:00 
PM. 
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MemberTalk 

Welcome to our new members 

A very warm welcome to our new members of the 
Hidden Valley Golf Club family: 

Michael Grimes 

John Rettig 

Women’s 9-Hole League Registration 

Ladies interested in participating in the 9-hole 
ladies golf league should register by April 1, 2021.  
Registrations should be sent to Linda Clark, 4343 
Marcrest Drive, Cincinnati, OH, 45211.  The cost 
is $55 and checks should be made payable to 
Hidden Valley 9-Holers.  You should include your 
name, address, cellphone number and email 
address with your registration. 

League will start with coffee at 8.30am with the 
game teeing off at 9am followed by lunch. 

Further information can be obtained from: 

Chris Fay   513 379 9261 

Carol Morgan  513 379 2845 

Mary Kay Kroeger  513 324 9306 

2021 MEMBERSHIP 

7-day Single    $1,428.00 

7-day Family    $1,836.00 

Young Professional (22-35 years old) $1.122.00 

Student (18-21 years old)   $500.00 

Junior (under 17 years old)  $200.00 

Corporate    $3,672.00 



Mulligan 

There’s a feeling that creeps up on any golfer 
living around here at this time of year. It’s 
called anticipation.  Or maybe just blind hope. 

You sit gazing out of the window hoping.  You 
hope that the snow will melt.  You know it has 
to eventually but there’s always the risk of 
another storm to keep Spring at bay. 

You hope that when it does 
melt, it leaves the golf 
course playable and not 
some sort of freezing bog-
like mess. 

You hope that it does not 
start raining.  It always 
rains in March. Sometimes 
it rains a lot.  You hope 
that it’s not one of those 
years. 

You hope that you can for 
once stick to all those good 
intentions that run 
through your head before 
the start of every season. 

No.  You are not going to pull stunts like you did 
last year and every other year that you can 
remember.  Stunts.  Yes those shots that not 
even the world no. 1 can pull off but you seem to 
think that you have been granted supernatural 
golf powers that will allow you to triumph over 
the impossible.  You know…the 170 yard shot 
from the woods or the chip over the trees that 
would have to climb 40 feet vertically and then 
travel another 5o yards through the air. 

Stunts. 

If you can stick to a game plan - a sensible game 
plan - you can cut a bunch of strokes off your 

handicap and maybe pull off some tournament 
wins. 

Hit a five wood off the sixth tee not the driver.  
Anything hit even a little left on that hole is 
going to end up in the lake.  A five wood is not 
going to stand any chance of landing in the 
drink.  Game plan, baby. 

Hit a six iron or even a seven iron off 12 tee.  
You’re going to leave yourself no more than an 
eight or nine iron to the green.  That way you’re 

going to avoid blocking yourself out on the left 
or losing the ball on the right by hitting the big 
bat. 

Smart.  A game plan. 

Just two putt every green.  Just lag it up there 
and leave yourself a tap in.  Don’t try to sink 
every putt and bomb the ball six foot passed the 
hole.  Lag it. 

Hey, I could save myself a shot every hole by 
playing safe and playing smart. 

You see, this is how every season starts.  I tell 
myself all these things and then promptly forget 
it all when I stand on the first tee. 
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Once that happens, I am totally doomed.  
Because I don’t play it safe on the first, I have to 
take a few risks on the second just to catch up 
and pull a stroke back. 

By the time I reach the fourth, I need to hole it 
off the tee which is a pretty daunting task since 
it is the hardest hole at Hidden Valley. 

As I gaze at the 95 on the card with the 
comforting beer in my hand at the end of the 
round, I promise to be good next time. Stick to 
the plan.  You can do it.  Just stick to the plan. 

I am going to confess that I have never actually 
tried to follow 
this plan.  What 
would happen if 
I actually did?  I 
mean what if it 
worked?  What 
if I did save one 
stroke a hole.  A 
95 suddenly 
becomes a 77.  
Heck, if I only 
saved half that 
number, I 
would be shooting in the mid 80s.   

But I suspect that all these good intentions will 
dissipate just like the snow is disappearing off 
the lawn right now. 

I’ll be back in the clubhouse consoling myself 
that while I shot another 96, I learned some 
important lessons out there. I never elaborate 
on what those lessons were but I tell anyone 
who will listen that I learned them. 

Why do I say that?  Because I hear that on the 
final day of every golf tournament I watch on 
TV.  The final day always sees three or four 
players in contention.  Monstrous and some 
may even say obscene amounts of money are on 
the line.  The sort of money that would take the 
average Joe ten years to earn. 

And by the end of the day, all of them bar one 
have fallen by the wayside.  They are dragged in 
front of the TV cameras and they breathlessly 
tell us that yes, it was tough out there.  They 
could have played better but they learned some 
important lessons and that, they tell us wisely, 
is the most important thing. 

Eh?  Excuse me?  No that’s not the most 
important thing.  The most important thing was 
winning and you failed to do that even though 
you had the chance to do it.   

So what is the lesson you learned today then?  
Pray tell us.  No, let me tell you.  
The lesson you should have 
learned today is that you need 
to play better.  Period. 

And since I seem to have 
jumped on my high horse now, 
I am going to carry on riding. 

Who says you have to win and 
that not winning means 
failing?  I know the guys we are 
talking about are pros.  They 
make a living out of golf so I 

get why winning is important but 
that doesn’t mean you have to come in first does 
it? 

Thinks about it.  Next month, we will see the 
Masters tournament on TV.  The purse for that 
event is $11-million.  The winner gets more than 
$2-million while if you come dead last you still 
get to pocket nearly $29,000.  Did you know the 
average annual salary in the US is just shy of 
$36,000?   

Sure it would be really cool to lift up a trophy 
and pocket a boat load of cash but I’ll be honest 
with you…if it were me I would still be really 
happy collecting $29,000 for three days playing 
a game that I really love.  You would not hear a 
peep of complaint out of me.  No sir.  And I get 
to do it again next weekend too.  
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Green Reading 
Each month we’ll offer our suggestions 
from the pantheon of excellent writing on 
and about our favorite pastime

Every parent sees a world of 
opportunity for their children.  They 
would do anything for them.  Walking 
with Jack by Don J. Snyder is a 
moving, enthralling and compelling 
story of a father and son who set their 
sights on the highest levels of golf. 

When Don Snyder was teaching the 
game of golf to his son, Jack, they 
made a pact: if Jack ever played on a 
pro golf tour, Don would walk beside 
him as his caddie.  

So when Jack developed into a 
standout college golfer years later, 
Don left the comfort of his Maine 
home and moved to St. Andrews, 
Scotland, to learn from the best 
caddies in the world on famed 
courses like the Old Course and 
Kingsbarns.  

He eventually fought his way onto the 
full-time caddie rotation and 
recorded the fascinating stories of 
golfers from every station in life.  

A world away, Jack endured his own 
arduous trials, rising through the 
ranks and battling within the college 
golf system.  

When Don and Jack finally reunite to 
face the challenges of high-level golf 
competition together, this moving, 
one-of-a-kind narrative reveals the 
special bond between father and son. 
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Mansfield Insurance Agency

NAPA Auto Parts, Cleves

Premier Properties Real Estate 

Ravenna Heating & A/C 

RJM Consulting 

Sales unlimited

SPCA Cincinnati 

State Farm insurance

Steele’s Hometown Tire and Auto Service

TG Young Contracting inc

Brock Restoration

Cabana on the River

Civista Bank

Craig Distributing Co Inc.

Dearborn County Chamber of Commerce

Don Bacon Appliance Service 

Duffy insurance

Dearborn Savings Bank

IORI Insurance 

JTM Food Group


Thank You To 
Our Sponsors 

Hidden Valley Lake Golf Course

19775 Alpine Drive, Lawrenceburg, IN 47025

T: 812-537-5033

E: hiddenvalleylakegolf@gmail.com
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